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Today’s Story

Theory of differential categories formalizes various aspect of differential calculus:

Differential Categories ≡ Derivations in Algebra

Cartesian Differential Categories ≡ Differential Calculus over Rn

Differential Restriction Categories ≡ Differential Calculus over open subsets

Tangent Categories ≡ Differential Calculus over smooth manifolds/Differential Geometry

Not discussed much is about the UNIQUENESS of the differential operator in these settings.

We know that a category can be a differential category/Cartesian differential
category/tangent category in multiple different ways...

Today’s story is about FIXING all the other structure in the definition except for the
differential operator: is it unique or can I have multiple for that fixed structure?



How many ways can you differentiate a polynomial?

A derivation on a commutative ring R is a linear map D : R → R which satisfies the Leibniz rule:

D(ab) = aD(b) + D(a)b

How many derivations are on the polynomial ring Z[x]?

We get the constant rule for free:
D(1) = 0

With the Leibniz rule we know that:

D(xn+1) = (n + 1)xnD(x)

So derivations are completely determined by D(x)

In differential categories we require a linear rule, D(x) = 1.

So there is a unique derivation which satisfies the linear rule.

Is this true for differential categories?



Codifferential Categories

Today we will actually look at codifferential categories, the dual notion of a differential category,
since simpler intuition and that’s what gives derivations in commutative algebras.

R. Blute, R. Cockett, R.A.G. Seely, JS P. Lemay Differential categories revisited.

I’ve become not a big fan of the term codifferential category and would like to suggest:

Coalgebraic differential categories ≡ Original definition of differential categories
Used for differential linear logic;
Involves comonads with coalgebra structure (so counit and comultiplication)

Algebraic differential categories ≡ Codifferential categories
Used for commutative algebras ;
Involves monads with algebra structure (so unit and multiplication)

@Rick, Robin, Robert: thoughts?



Definition

A algebraic differential category is a:

Symmetric monoidal category X with tensor product ⊗ and unit I

Homsets are commutative monoids: so we can add maps f + g and we have zero maps 0

An algebra modality which is a monad:

S : X→ X µ : S2(A)→ S(A) η : A→ S(A)

equipped with two natural transformations:

m : S(A)⊗ S(A)→ S(A) u : I → S(A)

such that (S(A),m, u) is a commutative monoid and µ is a monoid morphism; Rough Idea:

S(A) ≡ set of functions, µ ≡ function composition, η ≡ identity function/linear function,

m ≡ function multiplication, u ≡ multiplication unit/constant function.

a deriving transformation, which is a natural transformation

d : S(A)→ S(A)⊗ A

whose axioms are: constant rule, product rule, linear rule, chain rule, and interchange rule.

IDEA: f (x) 7→ f ′(x)⊗ dx

(i) Constant rule: c ′ = 0
(ii) Product rule: (f · g)′(x) = f ′(x)g(x) + f (x)g ′(x)
(iii) Linear rule: (cx)′ = c
(iv) Chain rule: (f ◦ g)′(x) = f ′(g(x))g ′(x)

(v) Interchange rule: d2f (x,y)
dxdy

= d2f (x,y)
dydx



Examples

Let VECR be the category of real vector spaces and R-linear maps between them.

Example

Define the algebra modality Sym on VECR which sends an R-vector space V to it the the free
commutative R-algebra over V , better known as the free symmetric algebra Sym(V ).

If X = {x1, x2, . . .} is a basis of V , then Sym(V ) ∼= R[X ]. So Sym(Rn) ∼= R[x1, . . . , xn].

The deriving transformation can be described in terms of polynomials as follows:

d : R[X ]→ R[X ]⊗ V p(x1, . . . , xn) 7→
n∑

i=1

∂p

∂xi
(x1, . . . , xn)⊗ xi

Example

Define the algebra modality S∞ on VECR which sends an R-vector space V to the free C∞-ring
over V , S∞(V ). In particular, S∞(Rn) = C∞(Rn).

In the finite dimensional case, the deriving transformation is given by:

d : C∞(Rn)→ C∞(Rn)⊗ Rn f 7−→
∑
i

∂f

∂xi
⊗ xi

This shows that VECR can be a codifferential category in two different ways.



Today’s Story

QUESTION: For a fixed algebra modality: are deriving transformations unique?

ANSWER: I DON’T KNOW!

I don’t have an example with two deriving transformations;

I don’t have a proof of uniqueness...

In a very important models of (co)differential categories, we do have uniqueness!



Seely Isomorphisms

In the presence of finite biproducts ⊗ and zero object 0

An algebra modality has the Seely isomorphisms if:

S(A⊕ B) ∼= S(A)⊗ S(B) S(0) ∼= I

Sym is Seely but S∞ is not Seely.

MAIN RESULT

Theorem (Kerjean & Lemay)

For an algebra modality with Seely isomorphisms, deriving transformations are unique.



Differential Linear Logic

From the point of view of differential linear logic (so differential linear/storage categories):
deriving transformation d : !A⊗ A→ !A are equivalent to coderelictions η : A→ !A.

MAIN RESULT

Theorem (Kerjean & Lemay)

Coderelictions are unique.

Here’s the proof in the graphical calculus:

ε

η′

=η′

η

=

η′

⊗
η

= ηε

η′

= η=

η′

⊗
η

IN A MODEL OF DIFFERENTIAL LOGIC, DIFFERENTIATION IS UNIQUE



What about the non-Seely case?

WANTED:

An example an algebra modality (that does not have the Seely isomorphisms) that has two
different deriving transformations

OR a proof that deriving transformations are unique in all cases.

This has been driving me crazy for MONTHS maybe even YEARS!

Difficulty is that the linear rule does seem to force uniqueness...

What about the other sorts of differential categories?



Differential Combinators are not Unique

A Cartesian differential category is a category with finite products such that each homset is an
additive monoid, and equipped with a differential combinator D:

f : A→ B

D[f ] : A× A→ B

such that D satisfies seven axioms which generalize the total derivative such as the chain rule,
linearity in its second argument, symmetry of the partial derivatives, etc.

Example

Let SMOOTH0 be the category whose objects are the Euclidean spaces Rn and whose maps are
smooth functions F : Rn → Rm such that: F (0) = 0. Then SMOOTH0 has two differential
combinators:

One given by the total derivative:

D[F ](~x , ~y) = JF (~x) · ~yT

where JF (~x) is the Jacobian of F at ~x and where · is matrix multiplication.

Another given by evaluating the above example at zero in the first argument:

B[F ](~x , ~y) = D[F ](~0, ~y)

This only works because F (0) = 0.

This also answers the question for tangent categories and differential restriction categories.



When Differential Combinators are Equal

Proposition (Kerjean & Lemay)

For a differential combinator D and a differential combinator B, we have that D = B if and only if
the following holds for all maps f : A→ B:

1 D [B[f ]] ◦ 〈1, 0, 0, 1〉 = B[f ]

2 B [D[f ]] ◦ 〈1, 0, 0, 1〉 = D[f ]

3 B [D[f ]] ◦ 〈π1, π3, π2, π4〉 = D [B[f ]]

1 says that B[f ] is linear with respect to D, while 2 says that D[f ] is linear with respect to B – in
other words, D and B have the same linear maps in context.

While 3 is an interchange rule between them that says if you differentiating with D first then B,
its the same as doing B first then D.

We have separating examples: 1+2 but not 3, or 1+3 but not 2, or 2+3 but not 1.

We are trying to give precise conditions for differential combinators are unique... TBD



Conclusion

MAIN RESULT

Theorem (Kerjean & Lemay)

Coderelictions are unique.

IN A MODEL OF DIFFERENTIAL LOGIC, DIFFERENTIATION IS UNIQUE

WANTED:

An example with two different deriving transformations

OR a proof that deriving transformations are unique in all cases.

HELP!

Hope you found this interesting.

Thank you for listening!

MERCI!


